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STUDY ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT

Modern European degree programs blended with real business cases















European level of education

Being part of European Union (EU) projects and alliances with international partners allowed us to develop excellent quality of education to help you acquire the skills needed to succeed in business.


Modern teaching environment

Our engaged academics utilize various innovative teaching methods to better support students experience. We are linking theory with real business cases, in state of the art classrooms.

Silesian University (SU) is large enough to offer top quality education, but small enough to know all our students and offer them an individual approach.







Bachelor’s degree

program
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Rich social life and many life-changing experiences

We organize and are part of many events, such as festivals, concerts, art exhibitions, theatre etc. Change your life with free EU travel – get to know any of the 27 EU countries, study at our partner universities through Erasmus+, get experience with international internships.


Sport events and Campus life

Enjoy your favourite sport or learn new ones. Become a part of an e-sport team competing at various tournaments. Our Campus offers modern accommodation, library, computer facilities, social spaces.










It pays off to study at SU



EUR 2,500


yearly tuition fee for a Bachelor’s or a Master’s degree program




87%


of international students received scholarships in 2021/2022




EUR 4,000




in scholarships for talented international students














Consider Czechia





27 states


within the EU to explore




9th


safest country in the world




5th


most affordable place in Europe




9 months


of stay back visa after graduation




50%


student discount on domestic transport




Source: Czech National Agency for International Education and Research
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„Starting at a new university is exciting and it can be tough. Buddy program is really a benefit to the new students. In the first nerve-racking weeks it is important to have someone to help in situations like going shopping or to a bank. It is not easy when you don‘t know the language but with the help of this program it became easy for us and thus created a quicker settling and thanks to this program we made some new friends as well.“


5 / 5





Cyril from India


„I really remember my time at the faculty in Karviná fondly – I think I got more than just the economic basics there. During my studies I had the opportunity to go on an Erasmus stay to the Netherlands and a work placement in Turkey. Thanks to the student organization AIESEC, I tried marketing and sales, learned how to lead my own team and went to Brazil and Russia, for example.“


5 / 5





Martina from Czechia


„Excellent dormitory, library, university campus, supportive teachers and staff, international seminars, and celebrations – what else one needs. My choice was right and I’m proud of myself for my decision to study at Silesian University.“


5 / 5





Visakh from India


„The study had the greatest influence on the formation of my personality and laid the foundations for my career. I enrolled in the Business Gate Academy, where I created a marketing campaign for a company producing cold-pressed juices in organic and raw quality. The company liked the output so much that they put me in charge of creating content for their social media channels. After graduation, I started working at a marketing agency that specializes primarily in social media. And so, apart from countless experiences at parties and events, I took away new friendships, a love, useful contacts, varied practical experience and an amazing job.“


5 / 5





Katarína from Slovakia


„In the Czechia, I discovered a lot of beautiful places, in the trip to Český Těšín, I was astonished by how the architecture is beautiful in that city, and that day I discovered how one of the most famous beers in Czech is made, on our visit of the “Castle Brewery Cieszyn”. I also was amazed by my visit to Ostrava, Brno, and especially Prague. Of course, these trips won’t be beautiful if I didn’t meet a lot of great people, here you can find people from different nationalities. Also, there are a lot of activities that you can do, thanks to the Czech buddies and our coordinator, we did some hiking trips, played laser games, Volleyball games, Karaoke nights, and a lot of parties that I enjoyed a lot.“


5 / 5





Mehdi from Morocco





















Are you interested?

Find out detailed information about the university, admissions process, visa, studying in Czechia etc. on the main website.
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Univerzitní náměstí 1934/3, 
733 40 Karvina, Czechia



	international@opf.slu.cz 

	
+420 596 398 623






	Facebook

	Youtube

	Official website
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